Lasted for 15 years;
The story of a young man with a quack psychiatrist!

Completed on Friday 19/2/2021.
Remember the shock and truth in your mind as you read each word because the
shock force belies the truth, and read it till the end, as:
Each word in this story equals 15 years.
The goal of the story:
1. So that every Muslim and peaceful people enjoy the goodness, peace, and a
cure from diseases. For all people to become aware, and for the final
elimination of all corruption on earth, God willing, with supplication,
remembrance, and prayer to Allah.
2. The story shows the qualities of a quack (a quack knows your strengths and
weaknesses, then takes advantage of your weaknesses and deludes you
with anything so that he humiliates, exploits, and harms you without you
realizing it) on earth so that every Muslim and peace-loving person knows
what a quack is.
This quack asked for an MRI of the brain, and praise is to God, the result was
negative, but he did not show signs of joy, rather only nodded his head that the
MRI was sound, and when he saw the results of the triglyceride analysis, he said
(Ooof!), Without even trying to make the matter soft on the patient.

The first visit:
It all started in 2005 when my mom's best friend recommended that I visit this
doctor, and after that, she never entered our home. I learned some time ago that
she set up a charity.
On my first visit to this doctor, he asked me: Do you feel that all people are
looking at you and talking about you behind your back?
I think if he asked me any question my answer would be yes.

I didn't know if he was a neurologist or a psychiatrist!
From then on, a cycle of treatment began with terrible quantities, and although I
knew the difference between the voice of truth and the voice of falsehood,
between the voice of guidance and the voice of error, and between the look of
bad or the ordinary look and the look of love and mercy, but he did well to
deceive me with these questions about my illness.
Each time he was determined to place a stethoscope five to six centimeters above
the center of the heart, hear the pulse and measure the pressure, to see if I am
getting closer to have a stroke or not.
Note: I was reluctant to injections in treatment, so this doctor did not prescribe
me Abilify injections and pills from his own because it is cheap, and because I am
from a middle-income family, then when the treatment period lasted, he started
sending me to a pharmacy that he used to deal with and that sells cheap
medicine. And now I noticed at the time of the final adjustment - when I started
taking treatment at the expense of the state in 2018 because I am a government
employee from 2010 - that many of the symptoms disappeared, such as scorch,
permanent headache, and severe fatigue, and the level of blood pressure
improved. And Because the effect of the drugs on my body was high, I did not
notice this difference until 2/19/2021, and after I started buying the medicine
that I take from the pharmacy of my workplace -- May God take revenge on every
person who wants to harm a Muslim or a peaceful person.
This doctor had a hammer-like tool with which he hit the hand, elbow, and knee
joints, and when I asked him why he was doing this he would evade the answer.
He deluded us that the disease will disappear when I turn 33 years old, and this is
in order to continue treatment with him! Is there any doctor who does this unless
he is a quack?
When I carefully read the leaflet of Abilify, I noticed that what was written in it did
not fit my condition at all, and I explained to him more than once that I suffer
from recurrent thoughts causing me a slight excess of fear and that I was in a
semi-psychological coma due to the number of drugs.

This man used to invoke that he was participating in conferences, and… Is there a
doctor who will stay in his clinic from 4 pm until 4 am unless there is something
suspicious about him?

Side Effects:
In June 2020, I wrote him this message on WhatsApp:
I am currently on Abilify and take a pill daily in the evening, but I have noticed
that I suffer from most of the side effects mentioned in the drug leaflet
accompanying this medicine, such as extreme thirst, feeling tired, hunger,
increased sweating, weight gain, difficulty swallowing, and vomiting that has now
stopped. I have a constant mild headache, anxiety, and rapid heart palpitations
that I always feel in my ears.
But when I read about the symptoms that the drug treats, I found that 90% of
them do not apply to my case. The symptoms that I suffer from are irregularity in
thinking, speech and focus, and involuntary frowning of the face as a result of fear
and anxiety. The above are the symptoms that I suffer from, so I would like to
change the medicine to another that treats fear and anxiety, as I have been
suffering from fear and panic attacks since I was young, sometimes minor and
sometimes severe.
I apologize for the prolongation, and kindly please respond.
That was the text I sent him, and he replied with a message in which he
prescribed the antidepressant Mirtimash to me even though I am not depressed!
Almost every word written in my message to him was caused by the toxins of the
drugs that he has prescribed to me over the course of 15 years.
And because I was in a state of impaired awareness and awareness, I told him in
the message (I would like to change the medicine to another that treats fear and
anxiety, as I have been suffering from fear and panic attacks since I was young,
sometimes minor and sometimes severe.) As for the true meaning of my
condition, it is a simple fear of Satan because an unwanted thought crosses my
mind.

My last visit to this doctor was on 2/17/2020

The reasons:
The reason I went to him is that I was very attached to religion, and doing what
pleases God.
I used to love that everything I do should be according to the Qur’an, the Sunnah,
and the virtues of deeds. When I grew my beard in 2004, I felt that those with
beards had a language other than the human language.
I felt that they were disconnected from reality, and I could not adapt to them or
reality, and I wrote a letter to the Salafists and the Muslim Brotherhood in which I
told them that much of what they are doing is wrong and I explained that to them
in detail.
Also, I was under pressure from my family because of my beard, so I felt at that
time what could be described as boredom about the conditions of the house, the
Salafists and the Muslim Brotherhood, and their complete disconnection from
reality, as if they live on a planet far away from every Muslim.
As a result, I became late in school, and so, because of all of the above, it was my
destiny to go to that antichrist. Thank God for Everything.
I always told him clearly that the treatment he prescribed to me was increasing
my illness and that it was not suitable for my condition because I did not feel any
improvement, but he used to increase the doses of medicines until he made me
think that my condition was improving, and then he asked me if I was feeling
better, and I had to answer him with: Yes.
Almost all of the drugs he prescribed to me were not specific to my condition, he
was only prescribing specific drugs because he is complicit with the drug
companies.
My mental state became devastated, and because of the medications I was
taking, I felt as if I was being whipped a thousand times a day.
I could feel my heart pounding in my ears, and my blood pressure was high. When
those who had listened to my heartbeat told me that the pulse was too weak, I

remembered that one time he was measuring my blood pressure and said he was
not hearing a pulse, and he wrote me Risperidone, Invega, Abilify, Wellbutrin,
Orap Forte, Ramixole, Achtenon, and Biperiden.

Exploitation:
These unjust doctors take advantage of the sick and their weaknesses and take
people's money unlawfully. On the surface, they are respectful and kind, but from
the inside, they are fraudulent and corrupt, and what they do is worse than
murder and drug trafficking.
There is nothing in the world that is worse than this kind of injustice, and Muslims
think that what those people do is permissible.
As for the government, it knows their names one by one and knows everything
about them, but it ignores them and controls them just as one of us controls a
device via the remote control.

But the question is: Why do Muslims turn a blind eye to them?
Their reliance is on the issue that there is no evidence of incrimination and that
their actions appear legal in front of the people, and if the government intervenes
against them, people will say that they are wronged, and you will hear someone
say that this or that doctor is a good person because “he treated my son”, for
instance, and in the end, this may lead to a revolution then chaos, but without
these being eliminated. On the contrary, their situation will become stronger.
Therefore, exposing them in public is the only way to confront them, that is,
everyone who has gone through a similar experience must expose them to get rid
of their evils.
These drugs that I mentioned, or any similar drugs to them, lead to suicide
because they enable the sickness of the patient, and as soon as the patient stops
taking them, he will commit suicide or only harm himself and not harm others.
The method of psychological treatment is done in the same way as treating a
psychological disorder, because this person was not born like this, but rather

suffered it at some point, and this may be due to intense fear or obsessive
feelings, so he begins with the delusion of hearing voices and the like, but can we
blame a person who had a mental disorder?

Mental Treatment:
If a person suffers from a mental illness, the goal should be to treat obsessive and
fear only, and the dose can be increased until his condition improves, and this is
according to the condition and nature of each patient, but the important thing is
that these aforementioned medicines should not be prescribed to the patient
except in the case of complete and continuous loss of consciousness, nor It is
prescribed permanently, and as soon as the patient's condition improves, the
stage of treating obsessive and fearfulness begins, and other medications are
stopped as long as he no longer needs them.
Depression is a state of very severe and continuous sadness, but without that, it is
not called depression. As for the person who smiles and can laugh if he hears a
joke, for example, how is it correct to say that he suffers from depression?
This situation requires that the drug be taken for a certain period only, such as an
appetizer, for example, but taking the drug consistently is wrong, because the
cause of sadness is often due to the obsession. Therefore, please consult a sincere
psychiatrist, and remember that every Muslim is his own therapist, and he is the
one who can heal his loved ones and relatives.

Uncovering Subtleties
As for the hammer that he was using, it was certain that it was checking whether
my joints had been destroyed or not, because I had one time with him that I felt
that my joints had weakened, and this was his goal.
Over the 15 years since I visited his clinic, the only prayer he prayed was the Asr
prayer, and he used to pray it before sunset and it took longer than necessary. He
was always ablution and ready to pray, and only the Islamic clerics would
understand what I mean by that.

These speculations and accusations did not come from a vacuum, as suspicion
began to accumulate in me as a result of everything that was happening since I
first went to him and because of the way he was handling my case.
Other doctors’ opinions
This statement was presented to two neurologists.
The first neurologist responded to me and defended that charlatan by saying that
what he did is a very natural thing and that any doctor would prescribe treatment
in the same way. I went to this first doctor after what happened with the
charlatan to seek a solution from him, and there was in my pocket a prescription
for obsessive-compulsive disorder treatment from a psychiatrist from work that I
had gotten on the same day and the doctor from work was fed up with me
because I had already gone to a first doctor, a neurologist when I went to him
afterward so that the treatment of the first doctor, the neurologist, would be
approved. He was adamant in his refusal and spoke to me very angrily as if he was
not a doctor and I had the treatment approved by the first doctor and he had
prescribed two types to me, one of which caused difficulty in ejaculating because
there were high levels of drug toxins in my body, so I stopped taking it, but it was
excellent, it was called Serpass, and from the first two days I felt that every
ailment had left me.
I continued taking another type of treatment called Statomain from 8.2021 until
2.2021 which is slightly less effective than Serpass in curing the symptoms, but it
performed its purpose and he had prescribed it to me so I stopped the medicine
that caused the ejaculation problem, Serpass
And I kept taking the second type, Statomain, and stopped Abilify the poison that
the incompetent doctor prescribed to me, but I used to retrieve it every month
for 6 months of work without taking it until 1.2021, and the second time I entered
the doctor's office happy, I said: How are you, doctor number 1, and he answered
me: How are you, sheikh?
Even though I am not bearded, there is no prayer mark on my face, and I do not
wear a white tog white, I grew my beard in 2004 and the first time I met him was

in 2020. At that time I considered it normal, but when I was writing the story I felt
it was intentional from some charlatans.
By Allah, then by Allah, then by Allah, every Muslim on the face of the earth is in
God's protection, according to the hadith of the Noble Messenger (The demise of
the world or the Kaaba is less grave than transgressing against a Muslim).
Other doctor's opinion:
I asked a second neurologist who justified the charlatan's stance and told me: Ask
a psychiatric consultant, they would know best, and he told me that the doctor
could have imagined that the disease I have might be a hidden mental illness
because there are two types of mental illnesses, hidden and simple. I also did not
understand what he meant by "hidden" and what it signifies in psychiatry?
Besides, is there a doctor in the world who diagnoses the disease based on
imagined theories or without verifying the accuracy of the diagnosis? And if he
was going to make a correct diagnosis, I visit him so many times, he had many
opportunities to make a correct diagnosis.
First and second doctor:
When I called the first doctor, he responded at lightning speed, and so did the
second doctor because I sent all that I had to say to the first doctor's WhatsApp,
so both responded very quickly, and this does not usually happen.
The first doctor, on the first visit, had completely refused the charlatan's
diagnosis, which is a good thing, but what happened after that was the opposite,
as he prescribed a drug that causes difficulty in ejaculation, And when I informed
him of this, he told me that there were no mistakes, and he prescribed a sexual
stimulant to me, but in vain. Taking the stimulant with Serpass and Statomain
caused a disagreeable smell of sweat and there were many alternatives, but they
were a bunch of impostors, and so he told me that there was no other treatment.
The second doctor answered first, and the first doctor answered afterward
I told everything to the second doctor, and when he saw that I was not convinced
of his words, he said that I should see a psychiatrist because I told him that I had
filed a report on the Ministry's website

The first doctor was late in responding, and when the first responded, he said,
“You object to the treatment method, and this is the correct treatment.”
Depression!!
Once, the first doctor sent me to a person to approve the treatment and write a
request for a leave of absence, and when the psychiatrist refused, I went and
approved the treatment, but he did not write the request for the leave of
absence, knowing that the first doctor had recommended it, so when I told him
about the leave of absence from government work, he said: a leave? No! We all
have depression ... I have depression, and he looked at the nurse and told her:
you have depression, right? See how they delude you about illness? I looked at
him, amazed! What kind of depression is this!
My psychiatrist at work diagnosed me with severe depression and obsessivecompulsive disorder even though I didn't feel any kind of depression. This is the
first doctor that I consulted after the charlatan, and he prescribed Effexor XR and
Mirtimash, and this prescription that was with me in my pocket when I went to
the first neurologist, on the same day, and he prescribed the obsessivecompulsive disorder treatment as I requested, and he also prescribed a second
type of medicine which was the same as the last medicine that the charlatan had
prescribed. I was tossed between them like a ball on the field ... a bunch of
charlatans exploiting weaknesses and ignorance to delude you of anything.
A question that may occur to you
Are you a skeptic? This is not doubt ... they are negative thoughts that come to
mind that cause only some fear and anxiety. Any person experiences two types of
doubt, a protective doubt, and a preventive doubt. A doubt relative to trust, to
the search for truth, to learning, and other good things, and an unreasonable
doubt. The latter is a pathological doubt, and it would be best to call it an
unconscious doubt because it can be an unnecessary doubt but it remains under
control, meaning that it isn't necessary.
Any person who sees a vision when he is young, falls in the plot of Satan and
people, whether that happens intentionally or unintentionally. But the matter is

completely harmless because God is the best protector and the most merciful.
This plot might have been before or after the vision, and this is what happened.
I explained my doubt which I thought would have a simple and easy solution ... it
is a doubt resulting from the whispers of the soul and the devil, as our Lord said
(from Heaven and people) and it caused me some simple fear or anxiety, but it
was the medicines that enabled me to get tired to the point that I could not
control it and it caused me unimaginable damage that wouldn't occur to any
human being ...
I became a robot or an almost dead person walking the earth ... He plunged me
into a psychological coma that felt terrible, frightening, and terrifying to the
fullest extent, under the pretext that I went to the charlatan for the first time
while I was conscious, by myself, and fully aware of everything
And because I was in a psychological semi-coma, I had difficulty breathing, and
every matter was destructive from the amount of treatment, such as movement,
hearing, attention, thinking and speech ...
I did not think to see a second doctor, and if I went, it would be the same
treatment because most of them are like this, and I did not know anything about
illness or treatment because I was 22 years old at the time and all that happened
was well until we got to this point
Persistence makes everything possible
A second important question, I am not talking about myself, but I will explain and
it is up to you to understand my words and my intent. The person who invented
electricity wouldn't have done it if someone had told him that he was crazy or
they had fought him. Someone else would have possibly invented it.
What I mean is that as long as the idea does not contradict Islam, we ought to
support it because it is like the seed of the earth, in my belief, nothing is
impossible as long as it does not contradict Islam. The impossible thing to do is to

be hostile to Islam or a Muslim because in this case, it is a fight against our Lord
God
A message to every Muslim and every human being except for the corrupt,
charlatans, and hypocrites
God suffices us and is the best representative of every Muslim in the face of all
charlatans of the earth and the corrupt, the witches and liars
Please share it with all people
Let those who perish in awareness, perish
And let those who live in awareness, live
And let those who want to remember or to thank God, remember
You, too, have been deluded in simple matters around you
So be careful, please
I ask every Muslim to pay attention to every liar, hypocrite, charlatan, and
corrupt
Because God exposed them and revealed them clearly to every Muslim in their
words and actions, and how their mistakes are many
And upon discovering them, leave them to God ... God is the one who will destroy
them
Because, like flies, they have no value ... Rather, flies are much better than them,
as they have no value And I ask, by God, from every Muslim to pray for this type
of rotten flies to eliminate it completely, God willing
Advice for every person suffering from mental illness
Almost all of the psychological and nervous diseases are from obsessions and
intimidation by the Devil for the Muslim. So let him start his treatment with
authentic hadiths from the Sunnah, then start with treatments for obsession first,
then look for other medicines.
And I ask you to pray for Muslims and peaceful people for guidance and the
destruction of every harmful parasite

And always remember that the shock of the truth makes us not believe it, and
the greater the shock of the truth is, our disbelief grows as big as this shock
The social media problem
In 2010, social networking was used in the wrong way to create chaos in the Arab
world, and if you noticed, the peak of its use occurred during the chaos. Now we
find that people are bored of it, and it is being used now to spread ignorance and
bad manners, insignificance and lack of seriousness, keeping people away from
good morals and spreading chaos in all countries of the world and it is even used
to make people hate the Islamic religion, the religion of peace.
And if a Muslim is afflicted with it, so that God may alert you to these issues, then
you must maintain the prayer as much as possible in it, and the morning and
evening remembrances as well as making a living in a permissible way with the
supplication that God save us from these corrupt parasites because they are more
dangerous to society than drug dealers and known corrupt swindlers, as for this
type of corrupt parasites is not known.
And every Muslim must recognize their signs in order to avoid them so that they
are rendered harmless. May Allah eliminate them all soon through our
supplication. And every Muslim should expose them because exposing them is the
only solution to get rid of them.
And the biggest charlatan is the one who always thinks about traveling abroad.
You will always find him in travel so that there is a chance for the small-scale
charlatans, not everyone travels at once, rather they take turns doing it, one time
it’s this one’s turn and another time that one and so on ... Conferences and
fellowships as if they have not learned anything in their country ... It is all an act
used to delude people. I ask every Muslim to please pay close attention because
most cases are similar to mine.
A lot of treatment, x-rays, tests, and surgeries, and they use anything to delude
you. Therefore, every Muslim is his own doctor, that is, he should judge his own
case after consulting with relatives, loved ones, and people of experience ... but

judging on your own or following the opinion of one or two people is not
beneficial, especially at this time.
Their most important characteristics
They only see your defects and weaknesses, and they scrutinize the worst parts of
you. Like flies that hover over filthy dumpsters, they grieve for your joy and
rejoice in your grief. Their smile is faded and you always find them smiling in your
face, but it’s a faded expression, they do not share your joy if you are happy.
By supplication and trust in God, we eliminate together these categories that
have gone astray and you must recognize them from their way of speaking and
handling matters, they are charlatans of health, religion, money, and education
because they shift their stance every day in a way ...
As long as every Muslim knows their characteristics, their way of handling things,
and what they used to do, then they become like any harmless parasite. They will
die a thousand deaths every day from sorrow and experience what they caused
for many people, and every pacifist will be completely safe from them as long as
he knows their qualities.
They are charlatans whose hearts are those of wolves in sheep’s clothing, a
peaceful lamb that worries about you very much and is very keen on you, showing
his love, but our Lord shows you their signs to expose them to the Muslim.
Other types of imposters and plant therapy imposters
Enough of your ignorance and your spreading of ignorance among people, how
will you flee from our Lord ... May God take revenge on you
And the charlatans using the Qur’an and Sunnah to deliver supposed treatment,
stop your ignorant ways, there is no need for you as well. Treat yourself by
yourself or seek the help of someone close that you trust, provided that there is a
correct hadith that will guide you through the treatment,

Everything else is an act that tricks you into disease, ignorance, and corrupt ideas,
and encourages you to earn money by any means because of your poverty, these
imposters walking on earth are very exposed.
And charlatans who take alms from the street ... Give them very little, but reward
whoever does you a favor or a service, and increase their pay and be generous
with them ... the same goes for your relatives and friends, other than that, do not
look too far.
The imposters who use charities take your money with no right, the best charity is
the one that is done secretly without anyone knowing about it because a large
number of charitable accounts disperses people, and also allows swindling and
fraud.
And to everyone who has opened pharmacy on YouTube ... This talk is not helpful,
as no medicine is taken without a prescription, and you know this talk more than I
do ... so stop your corruption and ignorance, people have gotten very tired of
your deeds
And to everyone who loves to keep his patients coming back to him, why do you
do this? If you are not able to solve their problem, then leave it to others who are
more competent, or is it pathological exploitation and consultations and the
dispensing of medicines, tests, and X-rays, why all this? Drug sellers are better
than you. They are at least well known
And to male doctors who treat women, can the examination be done by hand
from underneath, O, male? Why must it be done by you? (I say male because you
are not a man as manhood has its attributes) other than during natural childbirth
...
I implore God to paralyze every hand that was unrightfully laid on woman, You
bunch of charlatans, and I pray for it to be completely paralyzed, God willing, and
all Muslims will pray that justice be brought down upon you,

And everyone who is unjust among you, our Lord will reward him with what he
has done to the people, and our Lord will punish you, God willing, with what you
have done to people ... O Lord, Amen !!
Not every person who has grown a beard or spoke abundantly in medicine and
religion can be trusted ... even if he is convincing, make sure to listen to and
consult more than one person. Anyone who destroys your country from the
outside with these words is the greatest charlatan on earth
Leave politics to its people to the media, listen to the news and ask our Lord to
banish evil and bless us with all that is good ... This is how you should deal with
politics, but to say that what happened is a revolution is...!!!
I would tell you that you are a laughing stock to the charlatans of the earth, and
regardless of anything else, as long as there is a call to prayer and prayer is held,
then all is well,
If we assume that there is no azan and iqama, then stay at your house and
worship our Lord, for you are not a guardian of Islam, Muslims, nor the ruling,
Judgment is left to God Almighty.
And anyone who recites to you a verse from the Qur’an for tranquility and a verse
for such-and-such and interprets a vision, then he is also an impostor.
Only wise people can interpret visions, and they are very few. Anyone who claims
to tell you the secrets of the knowledgeable ones is an impostor. They tell you
words about the planet of knowledge and spread lies to increase the views and
exploit your weaknesses to spread corrupt and destructive ideas to every person
and use the verses from the Qur’an and authentic hadiths until you believe them.
I will say to every Muslim that no one will make you understand a verse or hadith.
Grab some books, read a lot, learn, and ask more than one person, and the more
your knowledge increases the more you will understand on your own and God
guides the hearts of those who believe in him. Not everyone who is bearded

entered the mosque and studied some hadiths and Quranic verses that can be
trusted. Rather, pay attention to the Quran radio channels and most of the words
of the respected religious programs on television. Religion is simpler than we
imagine.
Some trust and belief in God are enough to reach your goals. Handling any matter
is very simple, because to God, the whole world is not equal to the wing of a
mosquito. Any person who complicates or makes matters difficult, or makes
himself the only holder of the solution to this matter, is an impostor, and he can
also simplify it very much,
which is also a falsehood because it is done the wrong way, such as if he tells you
this word is the solution, or do such-and-such and you will see wonders, it is all
falsehood ... There is no such a thing, there are only good intention and good
deeds.
Other than that, nothing will be solved and you will not be able to understand. It
is necessary to first have the intention in learning, consciousness, awareness, and
understanding accurately. An impostor can talk to you about more than one
solution, but all of them would be wrong,
Because he is a charlatan who takes advantage of your illness, ignorance, poverty,
and any weakness in you and deludes you in anything until you believe him, so
please pay close attention and know their characteristics, behavior, and words in
order to avoid their harm.
Divine signals
I will also tell you about the secret that most people are either oblivious to or do
not pay attention to
The secret is that our Lord sends each one of us divine signals for guidance to
what is good and to help him distance himself from what is evil, and everyone
must follow these signals with insight, knowledge, and trust in God with good
intention and good deeds.

I'll give you an example
Someone went to kill or harm a Muslim or a pacifist and he was completely
ignorant of everything, meaning he doesn't know anything at all, our Lord
punishes him several times and makes him sick,
If he finds him determined to do his deed, then we may incapacitate him
automatically and immediately. However, if he always harms a Muslim or a
pacifist, there will be instant divine punishments that eliminate corrupt parasites
like these.
Whoever says that the hijab is not an obligation and the niqab is not virtue is the
greatest charlatan on earth, and the one who withholds information from people
to the extent that people no longer know what is right from wrong is even uglier
than the previous.
And whoever complicates religion for people and tells them that the beard is an
obligation, and the short robes are obligatory, and whoever does not wear it is
sinning, is the same as well, as this is how people resent religion, and this matter
is unacceptable.
We were all like that, and I was one of them, and everyone is excused for being
ignorant ... This is what I learned from you. If you want to do it, just apply it to
yourself and shut up. Islam is a clear and straightforward religion. Whoever
wishes to understand it can easily understand it.
I mean, saying things like: banks are permissible or forbidden is a completely
shameful thing for you to do. How can there be a suspicion of usury when our
Lord has left us be like this, if it were so, our Lord would have fought us all,
meaning we would all be sick, and what about the existence of an Islamic bank
and a non-Islamic bank?
And songs?
You remember Islamic and non-Islamic songs ... If you want to reform the songs,
then that is not how it's done

You have to say that the words should be purposeful and call for the love of God,
religion, homeland, husband, and wife, son, brothers, father, mother, family,
loved ones, and friends.
Most of the instruments used are good, except for the overly loud ones, and this
is how things are resolved ... May God forgive what has previously passed and
whoever repents, may God forgive us all.
This talk is severe, so bear with me, but what I found among the people is not
slight, and what we are in now is caused by all that has passed.
I'm sorry but, there is no dispute about the things that I have mentioned, it is only
important that the processing is done in a correct manner
Let us stop saying so-and-so says such-and-such, and so-and-so does such-andsuch and harming one another, this is of no benefit. The foolish one burns himself
with his own hands, do not give him any attention because caring for his words
means helping him without realizing and this is the same way that should be used
when dealing with mediocre art
The venerable religion scholars, pray never interfere with politics, journalists
know best when it comes to their work, and the same goes for politicians. They
say that the Brothers are terrorists because they have a way to deal with their
affairs, but scholars should focus on religion only, as I said ...
Dealing with any news in the audio-visual and written media should be done with
supplication only, if it is bad news, remove evil from us, and if it is good, increase
it tenfold for us, O Lord.
Alternative solutions:
Anyone who wants medicine's toxins to leave his body and wants to be cured of
any disease, must do the following:

●
●
●
●

Take Nigella sativa with every call to prayer or according to the need and
nature of the person. It is a cure for every disease and expels toxins
Dates throughout the day are toxins repellent and act against black magic
and possession particularly. Have 7 dates in the morning
Honey is a cure for all people
Besides the morning and evening azkaar, there are five very important
azkaar that every Muslim should say

But:
●
●
●

●

Diabetics should take a certain amount while taking simple medications,
and they shall heal, God willing
And maintain prayers as much as possible
A piece of advice to every Muslim, quit smoking ... because smoking makes
harming yourself and others a normal thing without you realizing it, and
any smoker completely isolates himself from people when smoking
And anything that makes you harm yourself or others, leave it immediately,
because it is the source of all evil without us realizing, and as the Holy
Prophet said (There should be neither harming nor reciprocating harm)
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َّ َ
ْ َ ُ ِِّ اَّلل ُي َب
ي) [سورة آل عمران
ِ ّشك ِب َيح ْ َ ٰي ُمصدقا ِبك ِل َم ٍة ِمن
ْ اَّلل وس ِّيدا وحصورا ون ِب ًّيا ِمن الص ِال ِح
(So her Lord accepted her graciously and blessed her with a pleasant upbringing—
entrusting her to the care of Zachariah. Whenever Zachariah visited her in the
sanctuary, he found her supplied with provisions. He exclaimed, “O Mary! Where
did this come from?” She replied, “It is from Allah. Surely Allah provides for
whomever He wills without limit * Then and there Zachariah prayed to his Lord,
saying, “My Lord! Grant me—by your grace—righteous offspring. You are
certainly the Hearer of ˹all˺ prayers * So the angels called out to him while he
stood praying in the sanctuary, “Allah gives you good news of ˹the birth of˺ John
who will confirm the Word of Allah and will be a great leader, chaste, and a
prophet among the righteous) [Surah Ali ‘Imran Verses 37-39]
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 النور37 – 38]
(By men1 who are not distracted—either by buying or selling—from Allah’s
remembrance, or performing prayer, or paying alms-tax. They fear a Day when
hearts and eyes will tremble * ˹hoping˺ that Allah may reward them according to
the best of their deeds, and increase them out of His grace. And Allah provides for
whomever He wills without limit) [ Surah An-Nur Verses 38-39]
And every person has the right to be blessed by God without limits if he is good in
his prayer niche, i.e. in his supplication and prayer, and Our Lord will always
multiply his blessings to you and other Muslims, according to your belief in the
good that will happen to you and to others in the supplication,
And I am sure that there are people who have gone through the same or different
circumstances in all fields
The wrongdoers
These are the most unjust of people, and there is no worse than them from
Adam’s time until the Day of Resurrection, they are worse than Pharaoh. Pharaoh
was haughty and proud and said, “I am your highest lord”, but at least Pharaoh
was known. As for these, they are not completely known, but your experiences
with them are what reveals them
They kill people with illusion, and patients in all specialties in agreement with
laboratories of analyzes and X-rays, as every doctor agrees with more than one
analysis laboratory on percentages so that he can do business and with many a
laboratory so that the results show tumors in order to have more work, they ask
them to disclose diseases in order to keep working with the patient, and so that
the pharmacies where the medications are can also do business,
And if any doctor tells you to take this medicine from the designated pharmacy
because it is cheap or for any other reason, know that he has an agreement with
the pharmacy so that he can poison you with a fake medicine and lead you slowly

to your death as what happened with me in the story and know that he is draining
your funds and deluding you and killing you slowly
I swear to God that someone told me part of what will follow in the text
A doctor agreeing with $the analysis laboratory about percentages so that they
work together, this is the mafia of drugs and laboratories and x-rays
And whoever has been involved in exploiting people and people's trust in them
and killing so many innocent people without us realizing, have a worse position in
Hell than the position of the unbelievers, hypocrites and atheists, they deserve
torment in the most horrific ways.
I ask every person who has a relative who is involved in such things to wash your
hands of him completely if you believe that there is only one God and you are a
Muslim, and I ask God for you to be patient with this despicable news.
Every honorable doctor who works with an honest conscience is in God’s
protection in all parts of the world
A remedy for diabetes
● Anyone who gets tested and has very high blood sugar levels or has
suffered from a sugar coma must eat a lot of fruit or honey or dates and
drink plenty of water, as in above average. The evidence is that if someone
suffers from a sugar coma they give him glucose in the hospital. This
glucose that is within the norms reduces the synthetic sugar levels in the
blood. So, beware of taking treatment for diabetes because it can increase
blood sugar levels, and eating fruits or anything natural will be considered
as synthetic sugar by the organism and it will raise blood sugar levels
●

●

As for people taking insulin, we will see what can be done under study.
Whoever wishes to, can try and tell us what the result is. Synthetic insulin
turns anything that enters the body into synthetic sugar, even if it is natural
You should have dates, they repel toxins and neutralizes any black magic or
toxins from medication and any damage to the body

●

●

And have honey and fruits with a lot of water, it will cause you to go to the
toilet a lot, so do not worry, things will improve, but stay within the average
intake of honey or dates and more candied fruits. Every person can be his
own doctor
And have one spoon of Nigella sativa, and these things are taken with every
azan while drinking water because there is nothing that can stop natural
insulin and anything synthetic that enters the body is very easy to expel
with honey, dates, nigella, and water at every azan

Evidence
● Honey is a cure for people from the Holy Quran
● Dates repel toxins from medicines and neutralize black magic, as
mentioned in the hadiths of the Holy Prophet

●

Nigella sativa is a cure for everything as mentioned in the hadiths of the
noble Messenger and is used for the treatment of any disease in the world.
At every azan, take one spoon of the black seed, and according to the
person, wisely take it along with some honey and dates at every azan with
fruit. And every person is his own doctor and knows best what suits him.
Drink water more than the average with every azan and in slight amounts
between the five prayers

●

Along with supplication and trust in God
And God willing, you will be cured

●

Entering the bathroom will naturally be more frequent, there is no need to worry,
as it cleanses the body from the inside of disease or toxins
Every person knows best what is good for him because this is a means and a
reason. And God is the Healer
But there is no better reason than that for healing
Conclusion:

The bottom line is, diseases exist in the world and they are mostly there so that
pharmaceutical companies exploit them to profit from you and so that charlatans
(corrupt doctors) use them to exploit people and drain their money, then a rumor
of a virus, like Corona, appeared so that if you experience some fever or a
common cold, you take medicines that cause all the symptoms of Corona, and
eventually die from poverty and disease.
And any disease in the world has a very easy and simple treatment, while they
delude us that the problem is big and they make profit from us and most of the
results of the analyzes and x-rays are wrong, they take advantage of you. As long
as there is no pathological symptom on you, do not get tested or take x-rays.
Usually, the problem is simple but they tell you that you have cancer and liver and
kidney tumors, and you take the wrong medicines and kill you a slow death.
The right of everyone who was injured and martyred or died from the Muslims
because of these sinners and these corrupt medicines will return to his family and
he is one of the greatest martyrs before God and on the highest heights and is no
lesser than the great martyrs of Islam, rather he has more merit and reward than
the great martyrs because this scourge is one of the most severe calamities for
every family that has experienced it. As for the pacifists who died because of that,
each one will be rewarded according to his work and his intention, and God
knows best about them, and their judgment is up to God
Other global problems
● Nuclear missiles, satellites, transcontinental and most weapons that they
talk about, they export them to us so that we become afraid of them and all
this fantasy presented by Adel Imam and resembles charlatans who cause
death using medicine slowly and without you realizing it
●

And the climate change that occurred from 2010 until 2017 then began to
improve roughly from 2017, because of something that happened in the
winter of the beginning of the year 2010 that made the Arab world erupt
into revolutions, wars, and corruption, but I wish we learned the lesson
well.

The event that changed the world's climate
The destruction of nuclear energy occurred in 2010 with a very simple thing that
resembles thunder with thunderbolt energy, thanks to God, because God sends
thunderbolts from the sky to destroy injustice and he also sinks the earth with
injustice, and this was the cause of the worst climate on earth in 7 years,
This is what made them mobilize against us, and by the grace of God, the Muslims
taught them literature in Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Libya, and Egypt. And as for very
high-flying planes, when they think of using them to harm any part of the world,
our Lord will sink the Earth underneath their feet before they even start to think
about doing it, and they know this very well.
Because this is the world that He created, he created us, created them, and
created everything in it. No one can do anything except with his permission. And
as for the high airplanes that launch a white matter behind them, all they can do
is fly and launch a white matter behind them, and that’s it.
Satellites:
As for satellites, there is no such thing as satellites. As evidence, Egypt has asked
countries to launch about 3 satellites for peaceful services, such as climate
tracking, criminal tracking, and photographing the interior of the earth, to find out
the whereabouts of oil and gas throughout long intervals.
In the end, they tell us that they have lost contact with the moon, so what is
nothing but a fantasy, and you will ask what about the showerhead that is above
every house. I will tell you if you still do not believe that it is a fantasy, that it is
similar to the aerial (the antenna) that receives a signal from any terrestrial
broadcast station anywhere, and they tell you that we launched from such or such
a country, have you seen the fantasy presented by Adel Imam ... that one is better
because know that it’s a fantasy, while we consider this fantasy is considered a
reality for us.
The trips of Mars and the Moon are all a fantasy, and the news that comes from
the countries of the world are all or mostly Indian movies under the control and
authority of Egyptians, Muslims and pacifists

A testimony to God and His Messenger, I swear by God - and I have never sworn
by him all my life on anything - that before I was assigned in 2010 I went to State
Security for the sake of being assigned and met a person whose name I remember
until this day, I had never seen the like of his humility, mercy, and morals and his
manners are flawless. In all my life on this earth, I had never seen morals like his
And the war of spreading viruses and diseases
C virus in Egypt: They brought in the virus through anything rotten, maybe
medicines or food, and then analyzes show that it was infected with a C virus, so
they give a treatment so that the disease can further spread in the body and live
in the body for a very long time, then it infects others,
Consequently, the epidemic spreads even though if the person infected with the
virus does not take a treatment for it, he can heal from it on his own. They
deliberately spread the epidemic, so that there would be no way for the infected
person not to take the treatment in order for him to take another thing that
boosts the virus. Any person who discovers that he is suffering from virus C must
go get tested in multiple governmental facilities to make sure and this is because
the treatment is now free of charge
And after their failure in their wars with Muslims in various parts of the world,
and this is certain until now, even if it appears to be otherwise, an almost
biological war began. After they entered Iraq and Afghanistan, and failure
appeared immediately after entering, they started biological warfare,
I do not remember the virus and the exact date, but we had SARS, bird flu, swine
flu, Ebola, the latest of which was Corona, and they also failed with evidence after
the Egyptian Minister of Health visited China and Italy, and the epidemic ended
after that. Meaning that the epidemic was quickly controlled by Muslims, and
what is said in the media is another story that we will explain later because there
is no time here for it.
Whatever the type of virus or disease is, the cure for a French woman was in
prostration to God, she trusted her Lord, the reason for supplication and

prostration, and the problem of breast cancer was solved, and Dr. Mustafa
Mahmoud trusted in another reason with supplication to solve two problems that
have no solution, and it is your turn now to trust the cause of a manifestation of
the religion of Islam and pray with a verse ...
But will your trust in our Lord be like theirs? Think a lot of the goodness of our
Lord and imagine that the whole world until the Day of Resurrection is not worth
the wing of a mosquito to God, so your problem is very simple to our Lord, all you
have left to do is to trust him only and the video is on the Internet
Nigella sativa is a cure for every disease, it expels medicine toxins and any poison,
it also heals from black magic effects. Dates repel toxins and any poison, it also
heals from black magic effects as mentioned in the hadiths of the Holy Prophet,
and honey provides a complete cure for all diseases according to the testimony of
the Holy Quran. Take all of these and drink water, do that with every Muslim
prayer, there is no such thing as sickness while we have supplication and prayer
A spoonful of nigella sativa and honey and dates with every Muslim prayer call
and drinking water while you take them and between the five prayers from 1.5 to
2 liters a day, God willing, you will have a complete recovery from any disease for
Muslims and pacifists
And everyone knows best what suits him
Judgment is up to God Almighty
God knows best about the corruption or goodness of their deeds and their
intentions, whether in conducting blood tests, prescribing medicine, spreading
rumors, demanding surgeries, giving treatment, or anything else in medicine.
And you have to read two surahs from the Qur’an that are the cure for the
cessation of this unjust category of people, namely: Surat Al-Sharh so that what is
festering in our chests from the deeds of this misguided category of people will be
removed, and Surat Al-Masd for their demise of these misguided, unjust and
immoral people. And I used to read the two surahs before knowing all of that

Because confronting this category of people will cause a great injustice that will
fall on those of them who are good and the righteousness of any human being
can only be determined by God the expert, and not every person is an expert, and
the confrontation will cause conflict, chaos and great corruption on earth
15 years of my life and yours can be read in less than 15 minutes
Think of the number of videos that you watch and that contain a lot of talk that
you do not benefit from
Praise be to, Allah the God of everything
Please read the story more than once

